DGI Supply

The Productivity People,
Focused on Saving Our Customers Money

DGI Supply is a leading North American industrial distributor with more than 70 years of experience.
Our Technical Services Can Make You More Productive and Profitable

At DGI Supply we believe a distributor should not only provide you with competitive pricing and efficient order fulfillment, but also...

- Dedicated and Knowledgeable Inside and Outside Sales Support
- Complementary Sourcing Services
- Product Recommendations Based on Your Goals
- Product Testing to Identify the Optimal Solution
- Customized Solutions Developed with Industry Leading Manufacturers Based on Your Application Needs
- Training Sessions on New Products and Technologies

And much more!

800.923.6255 · www.dgisupply.com
Productivity Savings Can Have a Significant Impact on Your Profitability

At DGI Supply, we understand that the right solutions—the right products and the right services—make you more productive and more profitable.

All four P’s should be considered:

- Price
- Product Quality
- Procurement Solutions
- Productivity Savings

The Productivity Improvement Process

1. Survey selected area(s)
2. Recommend process improvements and tooling assortment upgrades
3. Perform sample tests to confirm and establish savings
4. Present results based on recommendations and sample tests
5. Commitment to implementation schedule
6. Implement recommendations!

By focusing on productivity savings, DGI Supply won two American Eagle awards from the Industrial Supply Association and has generated millions of dollars in documented customer savings!
We Provide the Right Automated Procurement Solution For You

The best vending device for your application
Configured for what is used in your plant
Management of all indirect materials

We Start With Customer Needs

reduce consumption
• 100% accountability on issuance of products
• Around-the-clock access to products, with no increase in inventory or labor
• Reducing and eliminating access to product inventory

Reduce Inventory Carrying Cost
• Dispensing existing customer owned inventory prior to utilizing newly purchased inventory
• Basing inventory levels on actual product demand
• Enforcing usage of reground and reconditioned tools, before allowing access to new tools

Control Product Access
• Managing what products employees access
• Dispensing correct package quantity eliminating waste
• Improving process integrity, by insuring the correct tool for the job

Establish Limits
• Setting product consumption limits by employee, shift, or job
• Setting budget limits by employee, shift, or job

Productivity Improvement
• Targeting the top 20 expense items for process optimization and unit price reduction
• Coordinating process improvements with manufacturer’s technical representatives
• Facilitating product rationalization and standardization
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As Your Business Grows, Our Solutions Expand

National Account Services Include:

- Guaranteed Cost Savings
- Multi-site Pricing Agreements
- Flexible Billing
- Sophisticated Reporting Giving Insight into Inventory Levels, Usage Patterns, and Cost
- Logistics Expertise
- Dedicated Inventory
- Custom Tailored RFID and Industrial Vending Solutions
- Reduced Crib Trip Time
- On-site Support Options
- Technical Product Expertise
- Productivity Savings

Support Beyond Borders

DGI Supply is a true North American distributor with multiple locations in the United States, Canada, and Mexico.
Efficient eProcurement with dgisupply.com

DGI Supply’s website functionality allows you to access the information you need 24/7.

Website Features Include:
- Current Product Availability
- More Product Details
- Request Product Samples or Demonstrations
- Fast and Efficient Checkout Process — Fewer steps saves time.
- Competitive Pricing

Register Your DGI Supply Account Number Today to Access Even More Features:
- Account-specific Pricing
- Multiple “Your Favorites” Order Templates
- Online Purchase History
- Customizable Procurement Limits, and Order Approval Process
- SourceIT®, DGI Supply’s online sourcing service. Provide us with the description of the product you are looking for and we will return an electronic quote that can be added to your online order.
- Weekly email alerts for promotional discounts
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DGI Supply works closely with the industry’s leading brands to provide our customers with solutions that improve our customers’ productivity.

Whether it’s straight off the shelf or made to order, DGI Supply and our internationally recognized manufacturing partners deliver the solutions our customers need.

Contact DGI Supply and see what we can do for you.

www.dgisupply.com · 1-800-923-6255
1480 South Wolf Road · Wheeling, IL 60090
DGi Supply has:

- More than $10 million in customer productivity savings documented annually
- More than 30 locations
- More than 70 years experience in the metalworking industry
- More than 20 years experience providing industrial vending solutions
- 2 American Eagle Awards from the Industrial Supply Association